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Abstract - Converting thermal energy to electricity (from renewable or nonrenewable sources) is one 

of the most required energy conversions around the world. The waste heat of industrial plants and 

microgrids should also be recovered in the most efficient way. Stirling engines are one of those systems 

with the highest possible theoretical efficiency and capability of working with different thermal energy 

sources that have been industrialized. In the following study, a combined model of a β-type Free Piston 

Stirling Engine (FPSE) and a Permanent Magnet Linear Synchronous Machine (PMLSM) has been 

proposed. First, both linear and nonlinear equations of the FPSE were extracted and implemented in 

MATLAB Simulink®. The results were compared and validated with the experimental results. In the 

second step, an independent model of a standard PMLSM was also implemented in MATLAB 

Simulink®. At the final step, state equations of the combined system of an FPSE with a PMLSM were 

developed. These equations were implemented in MATLAB Simulink® and the combined system was 

controlled. This combined model is a key tool in order to find the optimized control of the combined 

system (FPSE-PMLSM). This is the main interest of the following study. This system combination will 

be tested experimentally in future studies. 

Keywords: Free Piston Stirling Engine (FPSE), Permanent Magnet Linear Synchronous Machine 

(PMLSM), System Control, Dynamic simulation, Nonlinear model, Waste heat recovery, Microgrid 

Nomenclature 

� Area, m2 Greek symbols 

�� Friction coefficient � Specific heat ratio � Clearance, m �; � Angle �	 Darcy friction factor  � Density, kg/m3 

� Diameter, m  	 Flux linkage, Wb � Force, N  � Frequency, rad/s � Current, A Index and exponent 

� Inductance, mH  �; � Buffer �; � Mass, kg  � Compression � Pressure, Pa - Power, kW  �; � Displacer � Gas constant, J/kgK - Resistance, Ω  �; � Axis �� Reynolds number  � Expansion � Temperature, K  �� Electric 
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�; � Velocity, m/s  �� Electromagnetic � Voltage, V  ℎ Heater ! Volume, m3  " Cooler # Maximum amplitude, m  � Mover $ Displacement, m  % Power piston $&  Velocity, m/s  ' Regenerator $(  Acceleration, m/s2  ) Wire 

1. Introduction 

Due to increase in energy demand, a lot of methods were developed to produce it. In most 

of these methods, a heat source is converted into electricity. This kind of conversion can be 

divided into two categories: 1- nonrenewable power plants extracting energy from fossil fuels 

or nuclear fission; 2- renewable power plants such as geothermal or solar power plants. In all 

these power plants, efficiency and price play a vital role. To increase efficiency, a solution is to 

recover energy from waste heat of all kind of power plants. One way to aim this goal is to use 

a Stirling engine. 

Stirling engine was invented by R. Stirling in 1816 [1]. Due to their external combustion, 

these systems can work with variable energy sources such as biomass [2], solar energy [3], 

natural gas or gasoline [4,5]. From transmission mechanism point of view, Stirling engines can 

be classified into two types: kinematic ones and dynamic ones [6,7]. In kinematic Stirling 

engines, power piston and displacer are synchronized by a rigid connection. In dynamic ones, 

power piston and displacer are synchronized by their dynamic behavior. The Free Piston 

Stirling Engine (FPSE) is a dynamic one. FPSE was invented by W.T. Beale in 1964 and 

patented in 1971 [8]. 

An FPSE combined with a linear alternator can work with variable heat sources and 

compression ratios. This system has higher efficiency cost ratio than the traditional power 

generators [9]. Also, due to elimination of crank-shaft, it’s a more compact, lightweight system 

[9] and better sealed to keep gasses like Helium or Hydrogen inside it for more working cycles 

[10]. This system has a high level of reliability that it can work in hard conditions such as a 

Lunar base [11]. 

All these aspects make FPSE-linear alternator combined system an essential topic to study. 

Most of these studies analyzed the combined system by only focusing on one part of it and did 

not study the whole system in detail. To have more realistic system behavior and develop a 

more efficient control method to improve its efficiency and stability, it is necessary to study 

thermodynamic, mechanic and electric behavior of the system at the same time with fine 

models.  

Studies that focused on analyzing a linear alternator for FPSE and did not model it in detail 

are a large part of such studies. Kim et al. [12] theoretically and experimentally designed and 

studied a linear oscillatory single-phase permanent magnet generator that can be used with an 

FPSE. They analyzed different types of linear generator to find the suitable one for FPSE. Their 

focus was on linear generator and they didn’t present a model for FPSE. Zheng et al. [13] also 

by defining two simple equations to calculate the force and the power of the FPSE and 

presenting a linear model for a three phase Permanent Magnet Linear Synchronous Machine 

(PMLSM), studied the control strategies that can be applied during starting and generating 
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modes. They also studied their control methods experimentally. In the experimental setup, due 

to limitations, they used a brushless DC motor as a prime mover engine to simulate FPSE and 

convert rotary motion to linear one by using a crankshaft mechanism. Dang et al. [14–16] 

theoretically and experimentally in three different papers studied and optimized a tubular linear 

induction generator to be used with FPSE. They didn’t propose a model for FPSE and only 

focused on generator system. Hew et al. [17] without presenting a model for FPSE or linear 

generator, experimentally studied a 5 kW linear generator to be used in FPSE. Among all the 

suggested linear alternators, between permanent magnet ones and induction ones, due to higher 

efficiency of permanent magnet linear alternator [15], this system was chosen for the present 

study. Moreover, between three phase and single phase permanent magnet alternators, the three 

phase ones are more economical and need less wire compared to the equivalent single phase 

ones [18].So, for the present study a three phase permanent magnet linear synchronous machine 

was chosen. 

 Beside the previous studies that focused on the linear alternator, some studies did not model 

it in detail and just presented it as a damper next to the FPSE. Boucher et al. [19] analytically 

studied a linear model of a dual FPSE combined with a PMLSM that modeled as a damper.  

Karabulut et al. [20] also proposed and analyzed thermal and dynamic behavior of a Martini 

type FPSE with a linear model. In their model they identified alternator as a damper for FPSE 

and didn’t analyze it in detail. 

Furthermore, some studies presented a linear model of a combined FPSE-linear alternator 

system. Zheng et al. [21] in continuation of their previous study [13] presented a combined 

system of an FPSE with a 1 kW PMLSM. In their study, they presented a linear model for 

FPSE. For the experimental setup, due to the limitations, they used a brushless DC motor 

combined with a crankshaft mechanism to model FPSE. Zhu et al. [22] used thermoacoustic 

theory to develop a linear model of a micro-CHP system consisting of a β-type FPSE 

acoustically coupled with a linear alternator. They also built an experimental setup to validate 

their theoretical model. In all these studies, even studies that analyzed both FPSE and PMLSM 

in detail, they used a linear model for FPSE.  

Only a few studies of a combined FPSE-linear alternator system have been done, and all 

have been on simplified systems, so a comprehensive analysis of such a system seems 

necessary. According to the best knowledge of the authors, considering the combination of an 

FPSE with a PMLSM regarding the nonlinear equations of FPSE has not been done before. 

Using nonlinear equations of FPSE makes the system more realistic and possible to study the 

instabilities of the FPSE in such combination. In addition, as it will be shown in the following 

sections the linear model of FPSE, from authors point of view, is not the most reliable model 

to study the system in all operating conditions.  

In this study, a combined system of an FPSE model and a PMLSM is investigated. First, 

FPSE was modeled and its nonlinear equations were solved in MATLAB Simulink®.  Also, a 

linear model of the FPSE was simulated in MATLAB® in order to identify the model that can 

have the best prediction of the real system behavior. After validating FPSE model with available 

experimental results, PMLSM was modeled and controlled with three controllers (two current 

controllers and one speed controller) in MATLAB Simulink®. To combine these systems, their 

equations were joined, solved and the combined system was controlled in MATLAB 

Simulink®. Controlling such system makes it possible to avoid conditions leading to FPSE 

instability. Moreover, it is feasible to control the system in all transient operating modes to get 

the best performance. This study is a foundation for the experimental one that will be done in a 

close future. 
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2. System Description 

In Figure 1 schematic of the combined FPSE-PMLSM system is shown. As it can be seen, 

power piston is connected to the PMLSM mover with a rigid rod. There are two current sensors 

to measure the currents ( �* and �+), and one position sensor  to measure the mover position ($,.  

These measures are used to control the system with DSP. There are three controllers, two of 

them dedicated to the currents and one dedicated to the speed. Due to star connection between 

the windings, equation: �* - �+ - �. / 0 can be applied. Thus, the third current can be 

calculated based on the other two currents. 

 

Figure 1: FPSE-PMLSM schematic 

3. FPSE Analysis 

The modeled FPSE is based on Sunpower RE-1000 engine. A simple schematic of such 

system is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: FPSE schematic 

As it can be seen, the main spaces inside an FPSE are buffer space (� subscript), compression 

space (� subscript), displacer gas spring space (� subscript), expansion space (� subscript), 

heater space (ℎ subscript), cooler space (" subscript) and regenerator space (' subscript). It is 

assumed that there is no leakage and the total mass of the gas inside the system is constant, so 

equation (1) can be written as: � / �. - �1 - �2 - �3 - �4 (1) 

By assuming the isothermal conditions and applying ideal gas law, equation (1) can be 

rewritten as:  

� / �� 5!.�3 - !1�2 - !2�2 - !3�3 - !4�46 (2) 

 

For the purposes of calculating mass, the pressure throughout the system is assumed to be 

constant. Cooling, heating, and regenerator volumes are constant, but compression and 

expansion volumes are variable that can be calculated at each moment based on equations (3) 

and (4): !. / �78$7 - �.9 : ;�< : �4=<,$< (3) 

!1 / �<;$< - �1, (4) �. and �1 are compression and expansion spaces clearance (constant), respectively. Also, 

the regenerator temperature can be calculated as [23]: 

�4 / �2 : �3�>;�2 �3⁄ , (5) 

By putting equations (2) -(5) in equation (1) and doing some simplifications, equation (6) 

will be obtained: 

� / ��!*�@ A1 - �7$7 : ;�< : �4=<,$<�3!*�@ - �<$<�2!*�@CDE
 (6) 
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!*�@ / FGHI@J - FKHL@M - NM@M - NJ@J - NO@O  (7) 

Here, the parameter 
PQNRST can be defined as mean pressure (�U1*V). 

Based on Figure 2, by writing the force balance around the power piston (% Subscript) and 

the displacer piston (� Subscript), following dynamic equations will be obtained [23]: �7$(7 /  �7;�. : �+, : �W=*< (8) 

�<$(< /  �<�1 : ;�< : �4=<,�. : �4=<;�<, / �<;�1 : �.  , - �4=<;�. : �<, (9) 

The pressure difference between expansion and compression spaces can be calculated based 

on the pressure drop between these spaces that is shown in equation (10): �1 : �. / ∆� (10) 

The pressure drop will be calculated in section 3.1. It is possible to assume that the 

compression space pressure (�.) is equal to the instantaneous system pressure (�). Also, by 

assuming adiabatic conditions in buffer and displacer gas spring spaces and having perfect gas, 

the buffer and displacer gas spring pressures can be calculated by equation (11) and (12), 

respectively [23]: 

�+ / �U1*V 5!Y!+6Z
 (11) 

�< / �U1*V 5![!<6Z
 (12) 

� is specific heat ratio of the gas. !Y and ![ are average volumes and !+ and !< are 

instantaneous volumes for buffer and displacer gas spring spaces, respectively. The 

instantaneous volumes can be calculated as [23]: !+ / !Y : �7$7 (13) !< / ![ : �4=<$< (14) 

By putting equations (13) and (14) in equations (11) and (12), respectively and then 

combining equations (6) -(12), the final nonlinear set of dynamic equations that are used to 

model the FPSE will be achieved: 

�7$(7 /  �7�U1*V \A1 - �7$7 : ;�< : �4=<,$<�3!*�@ - �<$<�2!*�@CDE : A !Y!Y : �7$7CZ] : �W=*< (15) 

�<$(< /  �<∆� - �4=<�U1*V \A1 - �7$7 : ;�< : �4=<,$<�3!*�@ - �<$<�2!*�@CDE

: 5 ![![ : �4=<$<6Z] 

(16) 

3.1. Pressure Drop 

To calculate the pressure drop, general form of the pressure drop equation is used [23]: 

∆� / 12 � 5�	��2 6 �|�| (17) 
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�	 is Darcy friction factor, � is gas density, � is instantaneous velocity of the gas, and � and �2 are length and hydraulic diameter of the component, respectively. The total pressure drop is 

the summation of the pressure drops in heater, cooler and regenerator. The heater and cooler 

constructed from homogeneous bundles of smooth circular pipes and regenerator consists of 

stacked wire meshes. To calculate instantaneous velocity, volumetric flow rate through heat 

exchangers can be calculated based on the equations (3) and (4) as equation (18) [23]: !& / !&. : !&1  / �7$&7 : ;2�< : �4=<,$&< (18) 

Then instantaneous velocity for each heat exchanger can be approximately calculated as: 

�` / !&�`   ; � / "; ℎ; ' (19) 

General definition of hydraulic diameter is: 

�a /  4!�c  (20) 

! is the total volume and �c is the wetted area. For the porous material in the regenerator, 

the hydraulic diameter is defined in equation (21) [23]: 

�a /  �c × �e'ef�gh1 : �e'ef�gh  (21) 

�c is the wire mesh diameter. The Darcy friction factor for heater, cooler and regenerator 

are presented in Table 1. 

For heater and cooler: �� < 2000 �	 / 64 ��⁄  

�� > 2000 �	 / 0.316��Dn.op
 

For regenerator: �� < 60 �	 / 4 × 10;E.qrDn.sr tuv Q1, 
60 < Re < 1000 �	 / 4 × 10;n.qEyDn.rzp tuv Q1, 

�� > 1000 �	 / 4 × 10;n.nEpDn.Eop tuv Q1, 
Table 1: Darcy friction factor [24,25] 

For Reynolds calculation, peak speed values (equation (22)) of heat exchangers were used. 

By using equation (18) and assuming sinusoidal displacement, it is possible to calculate the 

maximum amplitude of volumetric flow rate. Then based on equation (19) the maximum speed 

values can be calculated as equation (22) [23]: 

�{|} ;`, / �~8�7#79o - 8;2�< : �4=<,#<9o : 2�7#7;2�< : �4=<,#< sin ��`  ; � / "; ℎ; ' 
(22) 

#7 and #< are maximum displacement amplitude of power piston and displacer piston, 

respectively. � is the phase shift between power piston and displacer piston movement. 

Now, based on the all the equations, the block diagram of the FPSE in MATLAB Simulink® 

is shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of FPSE 

3.2. Linearized Equation 

According to Urieli and Berchowitz [23], FPSE equations can be linearized so that they can 

be solved simply. The linearization process was done for the whole set of equations and the 

simplified equations are: $(7 / �77$7 - �7<$< - �77$&7 - �7<$&< (23) $(< / �<7$7 - �<<$< - �<7$&7 - �<<$&< (24) 

�77 / �7o�7 �U1*V 5 1�3!*�@ - �!Y6 (25) 

�7< / : �7o�7!*�@ �U1*V A 1�2 : 81 : �4=< �7⁄ 9�3 C (26) 

�77 / : 8�<*U7 - �a�9�7  (27) 

�7< / 0 (28) 

�<7 / : �7�4=<�U1*V�<�3!*�@  (29) 

�<< / : �4=<�< %U1*V A �7�2!*�@ : 8�7 : �4=<9�3!*�@ - ��4=<![ C (30) 

�<7 / �7 �< ⁄  (31) 

�<< / 8�< : �aK9 �<⁄  (32) �a�and �aK  are buffer and displacer gas spring damping coefficients, respectively. �<*U7 is 

load damping coefficient and �7and �< can be calculated based on linearized pressure drop 

equation as [23] : �<Δ% / �7$&7 - �<$&<  (33) �a� ,�aK ,�7 and �< can be calculated based on [23]. Linear equations were solved in 

MATLAB® with ode45 solver. 
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3.3. Linear and nonlinear model comparison 

In this section, the linear and nonlinear equations will be compared.  

As it can be seen in equations (15) and (16) there are four important terms that should be 

linearized to obtain the linear set of equations ((23) and (24)). Three of these terms are pressures 

(equations (6), (11) and (12)) and the forth one is pressure drop (equation (17)). Equations (6), 

(11) and (12) can be linearized by using Taylor series. These equations after and before 

linearization were compared and the results are in good accordance. For equation (17) the 

method of linearization is different. Based on the common linearization method [23] to linearize 

equation (17), it is necessary to find an equivalent linear damper that dissipates the same energy 

as pressure drop dissipates. To simplify the calculation of energy dissipation from equation 

(17), it is assumed that the flow velocity can be approximated by [23]: � / �max cos �g (34) 

Based on this assumption, the linearized pressure drop based on [23] will be as: 

∆� ≅ 4�3� 5�	��2 6 �max � (35) 

Based on the assumption of equation (34) for the flow velocity, the results of linearized 

pressure drop (35) and nonlinear pressure drop (17) are close.  

For the FPSE RE-1000 defined with the parameters given in table 2, after solving equations 

(15) and (16) in Simulink®, the flow velocity is calculated from equations (18) and (19) instead 

of equation (34). The results of the linear and nonlinear pressure drop for the FPSE RE-1000 

are given in Figure 4. �2 814.3 K �c 0.00889 cm ![ 37.97 cm3 �3 322.8 K �3 7.92 cm !4 56.37 cm3 �U1*V 71 bars �2 18.34 cm �cJ  115.2 cm2 

�e'ef�gh 75.9 % �4 6.44 cm #7 1.145 cm �< 0.426 kg �2 1.4898 cm2 #< 1.233 cm �7 6.2 kg �3 2.6163 cm2 Load damping 580 Ns m-1 �7 5.718 cm �4 8.745 cm2 � -42.5° �< 5.67 cm �. 1.83 cm � 2� ×30 rad/s �4=< 1.663 cm �1 1.861 cm Gas He �2 0.2362 cm !Y 2615 cm3   

Table 2: Input parameters of FPSE [23] 

In Table 2 �` and �` are diameter and length of component �, respectively and  !̀  defines volume. 
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Figure 4: Linear and nonlinear pressure drop 

As can be seen there is large difference between the linear and the non-linear model for 

pressure drop. The effects of these differences on the system response are shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5: Results of linear and nonlinear FPSE modelling  

As it is shown in Figure 5 linear model does not have a steady behavior and cannot identify 

the realistic behavior of the system for the present case. On the other hand, Nonlinear model 

after a few cycle becomes stable and shows steady behavior. Thus, nonlinear model of the 

system will be used.  

3.4. FPSE Model Validation 

The results of the nonlinear model based on the input data of Table 2 are compared to the 

experimental results obtained from the FPSE RE-1000[23] in Table 3. 

 
Frequency 

(Hz) 

Phase Angle 

(°) 

Amplitude Ratio         

(#�/#%) 

Output Power 

(kW) 
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Exp. Results [23] 30 -42.5 1.06 1.00 

Nonlinear Model 29.8 -32.97 1.1239 1.015 

Error 0.67% 22.4% -6% -1.5% 

Table 3: FPSE validation 

In Table 3, frequency identifies the piston movement frequency and phase angle identifies 

the phase shift between piston and displacer movement. As it can be seen in Table 3 there is a 

good consistency between nonlinear model and experimental results. Thus, the nonlinear model 

can be used for the combine system simulation. 

4. PMLSM Analysis 

In this section mathematical model of the PMLSM will be described. First, due to hard 

control of the PMLSM in three phase (� : � : �) frame directly, usually equations are written 

in dual phase ;� : �, frame. To convert � : � : � frame to � : � frame and vice versa, Park 

and Concordia transformations are used [26]. By using these transformations three-phase time-

domain signals from a stationary phase coordinate system (� : � : �) will convert to a rotating 

coordinate system (� : �) [26]: 

������ / �23 �1 :1 2⁄ :1 2⁄0 √3 2⁄ :√3 2⁄ � ��*�+�.
� (36) 

��<��� / � cos � sin �: sin � cos �� ������ (37) 

������ / �cos � : sin �sin � cos � � ��<��� (38) 

��*�+�.
� / �23 � 1 0:1 2⁄ √3 2⁄:1 2⁄ :√3 2⁄ � ������ (39) 

� can be current (�) or voltage (�). � can be calculated based on equation (40): 

� / � �� $&  �g (40) 

� is pole pitch and $&  is the PMLSM mover speed. Based on these transformations, PMLSM 

system equations in � : � frame will be as [26]: �< /  �< ��<�g - ��< : �� $&���� 
(41) 

�� / �� ����g - ��� - �� $& ��<�< -  3 2⁄ 	¡ 
(42) 

�1U / �� � 3 2⁄ 	�� - 8�< : ��9�<��¡ 
(43) �U$( / �1U : ��$& : �W=*< 
(44) �1U / �1U$&  
(45) �1W /  ���� - �<�< 
(46) 
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�< and �� are � : � axis inductances, � is winding resistance, 	 is maximum permanent 

magnet flux linkage, �U is PMLSM mover mass, �� is friction coefficient, �1U and �1U are 

electromagnetic force and power, respectively and �1W is electric power.  

Block diagram of the PMLSM is shown in Figure 6. This block diagram has 3 sections: 1- 

PMLSM model, 2- Inverter and 3- Control system. Also, two reference input values that were 

used to drive the system model are shown in Figure 6. The �< reference is equal to zero and $&  
reference is a sinusoidal wave.  

 

Figure 6: Block diagram of PMLSM 

As it can be seen, one PI (Proportional Integrator) and two PR (Proportional Resonant) 

controllers were used to control the PMLSM system. Two of these controllers are controlling 

the currents and another one is controlling the velocity.  

It should be noted that in order to have a more realistic system, an inverter which is based 

on a classical PWM was also simulated. 
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4.1. PMLSM Control 

The simulation results of the PMLSM model based on the data of Table 4 are shown in 

Figure 7 and Figure 8.  � 0.448 (¢) �� 3.01 (mH) �� 10 

�< 1.77 (mH) 	 0.0513 (Wb) �U 0.824 (kg) 

Table 4: Input parameters of PMLSM 

 

Figure 7: PMLSM controlled currents 

 

Figure 8: PMLSM controlled velocity 

As it is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, the system is controlled very well. 

5. Combined System Analysis 

In order to combine FPSE and PMLSM, it is necessary to link their equations together. From 

physical point of view, the FPSE power piston is connected to the PMLSM mover as it was 
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shown in Figure 1. It means that in order to combine these two systems the dynamic equations 

of the power piston and the mover should be combined. After combination, the equations of the 

combined system will be as: 

8�7 - �U9$(7 /  �7�U1*V \A1 - �7$7 : ;�< : �4=<,$<�3!*�@ - �<$<�2!*�@CDE

: A !Y!Y : �7$7CZ] - �1U : ��$&7 

(47) 

�<$(< /  �<∆� - �4=<�U1*V \A1 - �7$7 : ;�< : �4=<,$<�3!*�@ - �<$<�2!*�@CDE

: 5 ![![ : �4=<$<6Z] 

(48) 

�< /  �< ��<�g - ��< : �� $&7���� 
(49) 

�� / �� ����g - ��� - �� $&7 ��<�< -  3 2⁄ 	¡ 
(50) 

�1U / �� � 3 2⁄ 	�� - 8�< : ��9�<��¡ 
(51) �1U / �1U$&7 
(52) �1W /  ���� - �<�< 
(53) 

Block diagram of the combined system is shown in Figure 9. As it is shown the whole system 

can be divided into 4 parts: 1- PMLSM model, 2- FPSE model, 3- Inverter and 4- Control 

system. 
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Figure 9: Block diagram of FPSE-PMLSM combined system 

The results of the combined system are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 

13. The first three figures show the transient behavior and the last one indicates the steady 

behavior of the system. Input parameters of the combined system are the same parameters of 

Table 2 and Table 4. 
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Figure 10: Combined system controlled velocity - Transient 

 

Figure 11: Combined system controlled current - Transient 
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Figure 12: Power & displacer piston displacement in combined system - Transient  

 

Figure 13 : Combined system controlled current - Steady 

Figure 10 shows the power piston and displacer speed variations. As it can be seen in this 

figure, the piston speed is controlled by using PMLSM speed controller. Also, Figure 11 shows 

that the PMLSM current is controlled. In Figure 12 the phase shift between power piston and 

displacer can be seen. Furthermore, Figure 13 identifies the steady behavior of the system that 

the system will have after a few cycles. 

6. Conclusion 

The focus of the present study was to analyze a combined system of an FPSE and a PMLSM 

for this purpose. To study the proposed system, first an accurate model was presented by using 

nonlinear equations of FPSE for simulation. Other studies simulated this system with linear 

equations of FPSE. In the present study, by comparing linear and nonlinear models, it was 

shown that the linear model is not an accurate model for the present case but the nonlinear one 

is. Thus, a nonlinear model was developed and validated for the FPSE to be used in combined 

system simulation. Then, PMLSM was modeled and controlled. To combine FPSE with 
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PMLSM, according to the solid mechanical link between them, their dynamic equations were 

combined and the results were presented. The control of the system was achieved by controlling 

the speed and two currents in � : � frame.  

By using this accurate combined model, it will be possible to develop new controls of the 

system in order to reject instabilities coming from heat sources transient behavior. New control 

methods, can help to improve the performance and efficiency of the system to extract maximum 

energy of a heat source. In future studies, the experimental setup of the system will also be 

tested and controlled. 
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